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The most complete guide to marine weather analysis, tactics, and storm avoidance. Teaches

traditional forecasting based on current observed conditions, as well as the latest tools including

facsimile charts and the Internet. An easy-to-use tool for sailors, power boaters, professional

seamen, and anyone interested in the weather.
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Mariner's weather Handbook is the first book about marine weather I've found (in more than 20

years of reading about and struggling with the subject) that has actually allowed me to (finally!)

understand the constantly changing three-dimensional relationships between differing air masses

and their fronts. Steve Dashew explains the world's weather in a systematic and logical progression

that kept me firmly on a heretofore slippery learning curve.With quotes and examples from leading

meteorologists as well as his own experiences (over 100,000 miles under sail), Mr. Dashew

explains the mechanics of the weather and the tools available to forcast it. More importantly for

mariners, he details what the real concerns are during voyage planning and 'at sea'.The book also

focuses on the rules-of-thumb, routines and on-board equipment that enables one to sail prudently

and safely - if warily - across the world's oceans. He details several of his own voyages, with

copious log excerpts, available weatherfax charts and satellite images to cover the developing

situation day by day.The only reason for not giving the book the highest marks is the poor editing

and occasional indifferent and innacurate illustrations. It's possible that the occasional

misstatements and errors in the text and my subsequent backpedeling and rechecking to identify



the descrepencies and 'gett it straight in my head again' are actually resposible for my finally

'getting' the weather. In that case, I owe the editor - or lack thereof - some serious gratitude. In any

case, the book made me feel that I could understand it and - by golly! - I finally did! The plentiful

weather charts, photographs and diagrams more than make up for the few confusing illustrations.
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